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This questionnaire is a tool for therapists’ self-knowledge. Certain situations may feel more 
distressing or frequent for some therapists. You can use the RPQ to identify your profile and 
develop a better understanding of why this happens.  

Please read the questions and mark an X to the right whenever a) you consider that you 
frequently encounter these situations, b) you feel that you have difficulties managing these 
issues, or c) you consider it relevant in your life.  

Now, think about your own experience. Which ones are more distressing or difficult for you? 
Which ones are more frequent in your daily work? Do you tend to find yourself in interactions 
described in the questionnaire? 
After reflection, chose the section you believe is the most relevant to you. Do you find any link 
to your personal history? 
 

Helpless Child vs. Idealized Omnipotent Rescuer 

1 Has any client told you how special you are for her/him? vvv     

2 

Do you remember any client telling you, “You are the only one who can help me. I am 
very disappointed with all my previous therapists, but I know you are different…” and 
after some time saying, “You are just like the others… I thought you were different but 
I was wrong… Don’t you care about me?” 

 

3 

Did you ever find yourself: 1) thinking or speaking about your good-for-nothing 
colleagues; 2) feeling you were the “only one” who could save a client’s life or 
effectively treat her/him; 3) after some time, feeling useless or unable to carry the 
therapy through; or 4) trying not to disappoint that client, who depends on you to 
survive or improve? 

 

Needy Child vs. Perfect Caregiver 

4 Do some clients seem so vulnerable that you are moved to do a lot of things for them?  

5 
Have you found yourself: 1) doing things for a client and feeling that you were going 
beyond adequate limits; or 2) doing more and more for a client, so much so that you 
became exhausted and even then, you could not meet the client’s needs? 

 

6 Did you ever go out of your way and do things you did not want to do, hoping this 
would make things in the relationship go better or trying not to disappoint the client? 

 

7 Did any of your clients end up as friends or having a work relationship with you?  

8 
Have you have you had the experience of making a lot of concessions, saving more 
time for sessions, doing extra sessions or favors… And after some time, feeling unjustly 
treated by the client for not reciprocating your generosity? 

 

9 Have you found yourself disclosing personal information or your problems to a client?  

10 Did you let the client help you in any personal way?  



Submission vs. Domination 

11 Have you ever found clients extremely interested in pleasing you?  

12 
Did clients ever tell you they were very relaxed or experienced a fast relief with EMDR, 
when you had a much different sensation…only to find out later that they became 
worse after the session? 

 

13 Did any clients offer or give you valuable gifts?  

14 What kind of clients do you prefer to treat? Do you prefer clients that tend to be 
compliant, do the homework, and agree with every proposal you suggest? 

 

15 Have you ever found yourself “challenged” by a client? Have you ever thought a client 
was not really motivated because s/he did not follow your instructions? 

 

Victimization vs. Aggression 

16 Have you been mistreated by a client? Unjustly accused of something? Physically 
assaulted? 

 

17 Have you felt manipulated? Fooled? Used?  

18 Have you ever achieved a strong alliance with a client, while a hostile dissociative part 
kept creating problems? 

 

19 Have you ever felt that “no matter what you would day or do? It would be used against 
you? 

 

20 Have you ever found yourself subtly challenged or threatened by a client?  

21 Did a client ever give you a compliment that sounded odd and felt like an attack?  

22 Have you ever thought, “I hope s/he doesn’t come to session today”?  

23 Have you ever found yourself feeling angry with a client?  

24 Have you ever felt annoyed, thinking, “S/he is theatrical, hysterical, a bad person, 
selfish”? 

 

25 Have you ever confronted a client in an extremely harsh way?  

26 Have you ever felt like saying rude things to a client? Have you ever felt like saying or 
doing “terrible things” to a client? 

 

27 Have you ever experienced negative visceral responses toward apparently nice clients?  

Seducer vs. Seduced 

28 Have you ever felt attracted to a client, to the point of having difficulties focusing 
during the session? 

 

29 Have you ever found yourself trying to look better or more attractive before weeing a 
certain client? 

 

30 Have your ever found yourself inquiring about sexual details that are not relevant for 
therapy? 

 

31 Have you ever thought about engaging in an intimate relationship with a client?  



32 Have you ever felt a client was trying to seduce you?  

33 Has a client ever declared his/her love to you or expressed his/her wishes to be 
intimate with you? 

 

34 Have any clients described their sex life in detail, even when it was not related to what 
you asked? 

 

I Do Not Realize that Trauma has Happened to Me vs I Relive the Trauma 

35 Have any of your clients wanted to avoid reprocessing traumatic issues?  

36 Did any of them experience negative reactions during trauma reprocessing?  

37 Has a client ever asked you to work on a traumatic experience with EMDR and when 
you are about to work on it, all you encountered were problems? 

 

38 Has a client ever told you that s/he wanted to recover memories from the past and 
when you agreed to try, s/he reacted negatively? 

 

39 Have you ever felt so much curiosity about a client’s history that you acted in ways 
where you ended up feeling like an investigator? 

 

40 Have you ever delayed reprocessing a specific memory because you found it was too 
hard or too intense? 

 

41 Have you ever felt distant or disconnected during a therapy session, not because you 
were tired, but because you “needed to distance yourself: or you “couldn’t help it”? 

 

42 
Have you ever thought in terms of “I hope the client doesn’t bring me that memory to 
work on it today!” or “I’m starting to think the abuse was not real, but is just the 
client’s fantasy”? 

 

43 Have you felt exhausted by so many traumatic memories?  

Control vs. Out of Control  

44 Have you ever felt that the therapeutic process was out of control or that there were so 
many crises and relapses that you could not work on the therapeutic goals? 

 

45 Have you found yourself performing a “fire-extinguisher” role?  

46 Do the crises in the client’s current life contrast with a rigid attitude from the client 
during the sessions? 

 

47 Have you sensed the client was trying to be in control during the EMDR reprocessing or 
trying to over-control her/his symptoms during the sessions? 

 

48 Have you ever thought, “Is the client controlling the session instead of me?”  

49 Have you ever said to a client, “If you don’t stop this behavior, don’t come back to 
therapy”? 

 

50 Have you ever applied one protocol after another, trying to help the client in taking 
control over her/his symptoms without results? 

 

51 Do you remember ever engaging in a power struggle with a client?  



The Holding of Hope vs. the Despair of Hopelessness 

52 Has your client expressed hopelessness or distrust repeatedly during the therapy 
session and you felt you should encourage her/him to continue? 

 

 However, as you were overtly encouraging her/him, you could not avoid feeling 
frustration or distrust about the client really wanting to improve? 

 

 Have you thought, “This client is adopting an illness role” or “S/he doesn’t want to get 
better. S/he has no real motivation for therapy”? 

 

 Have you found yourself thinking, “This client is so damaged that s/he will never 
recover” or “All the work we are doing is useless. Is it worth making such an effort?” 

 

Extreme Guilt vs. Irresponsibility or Blaming Others 

53 Have you ever felt too concerned about some of your clients?  

54 Have you ever felt responsible for the client’s actions? When your client gets worse, do 
you tend to think you are not doing things the right way? 

 

55 Does your sense of responsibility increase as the client becomes more irresponsible?  

56 
Have you thought of any of your clients in these terms? “S/he is searching for trouble, 
so in some way s/he deserves the problems,” or “S/he is always complaining about 
things that s/he caused” ? 

 

57 Have you ever felt unjustly blamed by a client?  

58 Have you ever found yourself in a “judging” role rather than a therapeutic one?  

59 Did a client ever apologize for not doing what was expected of her or him or for not 
progressing positively in therapy? 

 

 


